Vestibular orientation for craniofacial surgery: application to the management of unicoronal synostosis.
Standardized cephalometric measurements are necessary to compare skulls of different ages and sizes, in normal and diseased subjects, and in different species. In diseases involving the skull base, classical cephalometry is often impossible because the cranial landmarks are modified. In vestibular orientation (VO), the plane of the lateral semicircular canal (LSCC) of the inner ear, which has a constant relation to gravity, defines the horizontal plane of reference. Defining a reference plane independent of external landmarks is especially important in unicoronal craniosynostosis (UCCS), because the skull base is asymmetrical. To illustrate the interest of VO in clinical practice, we report on our experience with VO-based correction of UCCS. Since 1992, we have used VO-3D computed tomography scanner for surgical planning of all patients with UCCS, measuring the required correction as the discrepancy between the theoretical and the observed midline. Thirty-eight children were operated under the age of 2 years for UCCS and evaluated after a mean follow-up of 66 months. Thirty-two (84%) were considered perfect, four (11%) had mild imperfection not requiring reoperation, and two (5%) required reoperation because of progressive craniosynostosis involving the sagittal suture. Good surgical results were obtained when the orbits were correctly oriented relative to the plane of the LSCC. VO is a useful reference system for the evaluation and surgical planning of UCCS. We hypothesize that the mismatch between the visual and labyrinthic sensorial inputs plays a role in the pathophysiology of UCCS.